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Abstract— We propose a novel asynchronous logic (async)
quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) sense-amplifier half-buffer (SAHB)
cell design approach, with emphases on high operational robust-
ness, high speed, and low power dissipation. There are five key
features of our proposed SAHB. First, the SAHB cell embodies
the async QDI 4-phase (4φ) signaling protocol to accommodate
process–voltage–temperature variations. Second, the sense ampli-
fier (SA) block in SAHB cells embodies a cross-coupled latch
with a positive feedback mechanism to speed up the output
evaluation. Third, the evaluation block in the SAHB comprises
both nMOS pull-up and pull-down networks with minimum
transistor sizing to reduce the parasitic capacitance. Fourth,
both the evaluation block and SA block are tightly coupled to
reduce redundant internal switching nodes. Fifth, the SAHB cell
is designed in CMOS static logic and hence appropriate for full-
range dynamic voltage scaling operation for VDD ranging from
nominal voltage (1 V) to subthreshold voltage (∼0.3 V). When six
library cells embodying our proposed SAHB are compared with
those embodying the conventional async QDI precharged half-
buffer (PCHB) approach, the proposed SAHB cells collectively
feature simultaneous ∼64% lower power, ∼21% faster, and
∼6% smaller IC area; the PCHB cell is inappropriate for
subthreshold operation. A prototype 64-bit Kogge–Stone pipeline
adder based on the SAHB approach (at 65 nm CMOS) is
designed. For a 1-GHz throughput and at nominal VDD,
the design based on the SAHB approach simultaneously
features ∼56% lower energy and ∼24% lower transistor count
advantages than its PCHB counterpart. When benchmarked
against the ubiquitous synchronous logic counterpart, our SAHB
dissipates ∼39% lower energy at the 1-GHz throughput.

Index Terms— 4-phase (4φ) protocol, asynchronous
logic (async) circuits, dual-rail encoding, full-range
dynamic voltage scaling (FDVS) operation, process–voltage–
temperature (PVT) variations, quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI)
circuits, subthreshold operation, ultralow energy operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ever-increasing complexity of system-on-
chip (SoC) [1], it is likewise increasingly challenging

for designers to simultaneously meet the many circuit/design
constraints, including power dissipation, throughput, reliabil-
ity, etc. [2]. To design an SoC (and its associated speed-/
power-aware circuitry) [3], the exploitation of asynchronous
logic (async) [4] as opposed to the fully synchronous
logic (sync), or partially using globally asynchronous–
locally synchronous [5], [40], is increasingly popular due
to its self-timed nature, potentially resulting in lower power
dissipation (e.g., low idle power dissipation) and more robust
synchronization [more timing tolerance to process–voltage–
temperature (PVT) variations] [6]. Not unexpectedly, the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [7]
projects that the adoption of async circuits in SoCs will
increase from the current ∼22% to ∼54% in 2026.

Fig. 1 broadly classifies digital logic for the realization of
operationally robust digital circuits. In the highest classifica-
tion, there are the sync and async digital logic design philoso-
phies. As the sync digital logic design philosophy requires
timing assumptions associated with the clock (e.g., clock
skews and setup/hold times) [8], realizing operationally robust
circuits under large PVT variations is challenging, where large
timing margins are required to accommodate the worst case
conditions. In contrast, the async digital logic design philos-
ophy, particularly the quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) approach,
is an alternative approach to mitigate the timing assumptions.
There are nevertheless other challenges and will be discussed
in the following two paragraphs.

In Fig. 1, the classifications within the async digital
logic design philosophy are depicted. In the perspective
of the timing approach classification, there are three async
types [38]: 1) delay-insensitive (DI); 2) bundled-data (BD);
and 3) QDI/timed-pipeline (TP)/single-track (ST). For the first
in this classification, the DI circuits, they are largely impracti-
cal because they make no assumption on the gate/wire delays,
leading to circuit realizations comprising only buffer cells and
C-Muller cells [9]. For the second approach, BD circuits, they
are similar to sync circuits, requiring delay assumptions for cir-
cuit realization. As their operations rely on bounded gate/wire
delays similar to sync circuits, their design is somewhat
challenging to guarantee operational robustness in unknown
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Fig. 1. General classification of digital logic circuits.

operating conditions. For the third approach, QDI, TP, and ST
circuits, they are grouped together for their similar completion
detection mechanisms [10], [41]. QDI circuits operate error
free for arbitrary wire delays and assume isochronic forks [11],
i.e., the same wire delays are assumed for different branches.
This assumption can be satisfied easily in the placement
and routing stage. On the other hand, although TP circuits
and ST circuits have completion detection mechanisms, they
require delay assumptions for their circuit realizations. These
delay assumptions consequently reduce the reliability of their
circuits for unknown operating conditions. In short, as the
QDI async approach detects the completion of data according
to actual workloads and/or operating conditions, it offers the
most practical approach [12]–[15] to accommodate unknown
PVT variations.

Within the QDI/TP/ST approaches, there are two general
async pipeline structures: 1) data control decomposi-
tion (DCD) and 2) integrated-latch (IL) pipelines [21], [22].
The DCD pipeline separates async controllers and data-
paths where they can be designed individually, i.e., largely
independently. Such pipelines are simple but less speed effi-
cient [23] as the bulk of cells would be grouped together to
form a block-level pipeline stage, hence resulting in a longer
critical path. The QDI cell design approaches with the DCD
pipeline include delay-insensitive minterm synthesis [12], null
convention logic [13], and precharged static logic [14]. On
the other hand, the IL pipeline is more speed efficient since
it incorporates a pair of async controller and logic cell to

form a microcell pipeline stage, hence resulting in a shorter
critical path. The QDI cell design approaches with the IL
pipeline, as depicted in the last row of Fig. 1, include our sense
amplifier half-buffer (SAHB) and the reported precharged
half-buffer (PCHB) [15]. The SAHB is the proposed work
in this paper and will be described later in Section II. For
completeness, there are other async cell design approaches,
including PS0 [16], LP2/1 [17], single-track asynchronous
pulse logic (STAPL) [18], single-track full-buffer (STFB) [19],
and sense-amplifier-based pass transistor logic (SAPTL) [20].
As these reported approaches require delay assumptions, their
operational robustness are compromised; they are classified as
either TP or ST [37], [38]. Their async operation modality
and the delay assumptions of their cell templates have been
reported [39].

In this paper, we propose the SAHB—a novel QDI cell
design approach—with emphases on high operational robust-
ness, high speed, and low energy dissipation. There are several
novel noteworthy features in SAHB. First, the SAHB cell
incorporates an evaluation block and a sense amplifier (SA)
block [24] to perform an async 4-phase QDI operation [11],
thereby accommodating the timing issue in the presence of
PVT variations, including unknown variations. Second, the SA
block embodies a cross-coupled latch with a positive feedback
mechanism to speed up and latch the output. Third, both
the pull-up and pull-down networks in the evaluation block
comprise only nMOS (instead of CMOS) transistors to reduce
the parasitic capacitance and hence the ensuing power dissi-
pation. Fourth, the evaluation block and SA block are tightly
coupled to reduce the number of switching nodes, resulting in
short cycle time and low power dissipation. Fifth, the SAHB
cell is realized in static logic style and hence appropriate for
full-range dynamic voltage scaling (FDVS) for supply
voltages ranging from nominal voltage (1 V) to deep
subthreshold (0.3 V) [25]. On the basis of six library
cells (i.e., buffer, two-input AND/NAND, two-input OR/NOR,
two-input XOR/XNOR, two-input MUX/IMUX, and three-
input AO/AOI) at 1 V, 65-nm CMOS process, the proposed
SAHB approach outperforms the reported competing PCHB
approach; the PCHB library cells, on average, dissipate
2.8× more power, suffer 1.27× longer delay, and occupy
1.06× larger area than the SAHB library cells.

In this paper, we further describe a 64-bit Kogge–Stone (KS)
pipeline adder embodying the proposed SAHB approach for
a power management application. Our SAHB pipeline adder
is experimentally verified to be operationally robust within
a wide supply voltage range (0.3 to 1.4 V) and wide tem-
perature range (−40 °C to 100 °C). When benchmarked
against its competing async PCHB and sync equivalents
(at 1-GHz throughput), our SAHB pipeline adder is more
energy efficient; the PCHB and the sync counterpart
dissipates 2.29× and 1.65× higher energy, respectively. The
PCHB pipeline adder further suffers from 1.31× higher tran-
sistor count, translating to an estimated 7% larger IC area.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
proposed SAHB cell design approach and its attributes are
benchmarked against reported competing async cell design
approaches. Section III describes the 64-bit SAHB pipeline
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Fig. 2. SAHB cell template.

adder and its attributes are benchmarked against the async
PCHB and the sync counterparts. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED SENSE AMPLIFIER HALF-BUFFER

A. Sense Amplifier Half-Buffer

Fig. 2 depicts the generic interface signals for the proposed
dual-rail SAHB cell template. The data inputs are Datain and
nDatain and the data outputs are Q.T /Q.F and nQ.T /nQ.F. The
left-channel handshake outputs are Lack and nLack, and the
right-channel handshake inputs are Rack and nRack. nDatain,
nQ.T, nQ.F, nLack, and nRack are logical complementary
signals to the primary input/output signals of Datain, Q.T,
Q.F, Lack, and Rack, respectively. For the sake of brevity, we
will only use the primary input/output signals to delineate the
operations of an SAHB cell. The SAHB cell strictly abides
by the async 4-phase (4φ) handshake protocol—having two
alternate operation sequences, evaluation and reset. Initially,
Lack and Rack are reset to 0 and both Datain and Q.T /Q.F
are empty, i.e., both of the rails in each signal are 0. During
the evaluation sequence, when Datain is valid (i.e., one of the
rails in each signal is 1) and Rack is 0, Q.T /Q.F is evaluated
and latched and Lack is asserted to 1 to indicate the validity
of the output. During the reset sequence, when Datain is
empty and Rack is 1, Q.T /Q.F will then be empty and Lack is
deasserted to 0. Subsequently, the SAHB cell is ready for the
next operation.

For illustration, Fig. 3(a) and (b) depicts the respective
circuit schematic of an evaluation block and an SA block of
a buffer cell embodying SAHB; the various sub-blocks are
shown within the dotted blocks. The evaluation and SA blocks
are powered, respectively, by VDD_L and by VDD, which can be
the same or different voltages (see Section II-B). The nMOS
transistor in green with RST is optional for cell initialization.

In Fig. 3(a), the evaluation block comprises an nMOS
pull-up network and an nMOS pull-down network to, respec-
tively, evaluate and reset the dual-rail output Q.T /Q.F.
Of particular interest, the nMOS pull-up network features
low parasitic capacitance (lower than the usual pMOS pull-up
network whose transistor sizing is often 2× larger than that
of the nMOS).

From a structural view, the ensuing signals function as fol-
lows. Consider first the nMOS pull-up network where Q.T /Q.F
is evaluated based on the data input (i.e., A.T /A.F), and nRack
serves as an evaluation flow control signal. The nMOS pull-up
network realizes the buffer logic function as expressed in (1).
To reduce the short-circuit current, nQ.T /nQ.F will disconnect
the evaluation function when Q.T /Q.F is evaluated

Q.T = A.T ; Q.F = A.F. (1)

Consider now the nMOS pull-down network where Q.T /Q.F
is reset depending on the data input. For a single-input buffer

Fig. 3. Circuit schematic of a buffer cell embodying SAHB. (a) Evaluation
block powered by VDD_L. (b) SA block powered by VDD.

cell depicted in Fig. 3, the transistor configuration of A.T /A.F
in the pull-up network is a series–parallel topology to the tran-
sistor configuration of nA.T /nA.F in the pull-down network.
For examples of two-input and three-input cells, Fig. 4 depicts
two-input AND/NAND, two-input XOR/XNOR, and three-
input AO/AOI cells. Their series–parallel pairs are marked
with ∗ and # for the Q.T path and Q.F path, respectively.
In Figs. 3 and 4, Rack serves as the reset flow-control signal,
connecting in series the data input (transistors marked with ∧)
for input completeness [37].

In Fig. 3(b), the SA block comprises an SA cross-coupled
latch, complementary buffers, and a completion circuit. The
SA cross-coupled latch amplifies and latches Q.T /Q.F. The
complementary buffers and completion circuit, respectively,
generate the complementary output signals (nQ.T /nQ.F) and
the left-channel handshake signals (Lack/nLack).

From a structural view, the cross-coupled inverters serve
as an amplifier where in the reset phase, both Q.T and Q.F
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Fig. 4. Dual-rail SAHB library cells. (a) Two-input AND/NAND.
(b) Two-input XOR/XNOR. (c) Three-input AO/AOI.

are 0 and VDDV is floating. During the evaluation phase,
Q.T and Q.F will develop a small voltage difference and
when VDDV is connected to VDD, the cross-coupled inverters
will amplify (in a positive feedback mechanism) the voltage
difference between Q.T and Q.F. To realize the input com-
pleteness feature, the top left branch in the SA cross-coupled
latch detects if all inputs (i.e., nA.T and nA.F) are ready and
Rack = 0. For bistable operation, the top-right branch (within
the dotted oblong circle) in the SA cross-coupled latch holds
the output until all inputs are empty and Rack = 1.

Initially, A.T, A.F, Rack, and Lack are 0 and nA.T, nA.F,
nRack and nLack are 1. During the evaluation phase, for
example, when A.F = 1 (nA.F = 0), the voltage at node
Q.F is partially charged to VDD_L by the nMOS pull-up
network in the evaluation block and Q.T remains as 0 (via
the nMOS pull-down network). As the input is now valid,
the SA cross-coupled latch is turned ON by connecting the
virtual supply VDDV to VDD and amplifies Q.F to 1. Q.F is
thereafter latched (together with the pMOS bistable transistors
and the cross-coupled inverters) and nQ.F becomes 0 (to
disconnect the node Q.F from the VDD_L in the evaluation

block to prevent any short-circuit current). Lackis asserted to 1
(nLack = 0) to indicate the validity of the dual-rail output.
During the reset phase, the input is empty (nA.T and nA.F
are 1) and Rack = 1, the dual-rail output becomes empty
and Lack is deasserted to 0. At this juncture, the SA block
is ready for a new operation. Note that both the evaluation
block and SA block are tightly coupled to reduce the number
of switching nodes, thereby enhancing the speed and reducing
the power dissipation. Furthermore, as both the evaluation and
SA blocks operate in static logic style, their transistor sizings
are not critical.

The SAHB cell strictly abides by the QDI protocols—gate-
orphan-free with the isochronic fork assumption [9] and input
completeness [11]. Consider first the timing constraints of
the gate-orphan-free in the evaluation block and SA block.
As the evaluation block is acknowledged by input signals
A.T and A.F (with input completeness) and handshake signal
Rack (and nRack), it is hence gate-orphan-free. In addition, as
the SA block is only triggered when all the inputs are ready
(i.e., input completeness), it is hence gate-orphan-free. Second,
consider the input completeness constraints, which involve the
evaluation phase and reset phase. The evaluation phase of
the SA block commences only when all the inputs are valid.
The reset phase of the pull-down network in the evaluation
block (and subsequently the SA block) commences only when
all the inputs are empty. The SAHB cell is hence input
complete.

Fig. 4(a)–(c) depicts the circuit schematic of three basic
SAHB library cells: 1) two-input AND/NAND; 2) two-input
XOR/XNOR; and 3) three-input AOI/AOI cells. The logic func-
tions of the pull-up network for AND/NAND, XOR/XNOR, and
AO/AOI cells are, respectively, expressed in (2), (3), and (4).
Similar to the buffer cell, the structure of the evaluation block
and SA block of these cells are constructed based on their logic
functions and input signals. These library cells will be used
for benchmarking and for realizing the 64-bit SAHB pipeline
adder (see Section III)

Q.T = A.T · B.T

Q.F = A.F · B.F (2)

Q.T = A.T · B.F + A.F · B.T

Q.F = A.T · B.T + A.F · B.F (3)

Q.T = A.T · B.T + C.T

Q.F = (A.F · B.F) · C.F. (4)

B. Circuit Configuration and Supply Voltage Setup

In the evaluation block, there are two ways to configure the
connection of the transistors for a multiple-input SAHB cell.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) depicts two different circuit configurations
for Q.F of the two-input AND/NAND SAHB cell. Of these
circuit configurations, the configuration in Fig. 5(a) is adopted
in the cell library for its lesser transistor count, where Q.F
will be partially charged up to VDD_L when either A.F or B.F
is 1. The voltage level of voltage supplies VDD_L and VDD
is critical to prevent an early output transition before all
the inputs (A.F and B.F) are valid. The circuit configuration
in Fig. 5(b) requires higher transistor count, but it ensures that
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Fig. 5. Circuit configurations in a two-input SAHB AND/NAND cell.
(a) Transistors are shared and (b) transistors are not shared. The drawings
depict the scenario when only input A is valid.

current I is conducted only when all the inputs are valid [37].
In this fashion, the voltage level of voltage supplies VDD_L
and VDD is not critical and they can be connected to the same
voltage source.

We will now further elaborate on the voltage condition in
SAHB cells using the circuit configuration shown in Fig. 5(a).
Assuming that Q.F is initially reset at 0 V, we express the
switching threshold voltageVX in the following, which causes
the inverter (in the SA block) to switch:

VX ≈ k · VDD

l + k
(5)

where k = the pMOS over nMOS transistor width and
l = the electron over hole saturation mobility.

Assuming nRack = VDD, A.F = VDD, and nQ.F = VDD,
as depicted in Fig. 5(a), the voltage at Q.F (VQ.F ) can be
expressed in

VQ.F

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

VDD − Vtn, if VDD ≤ VDD_L

VDD_L − Vtn, if VDD ≥ VDD_L & VDD − VDD_L ≤ Vtn

VDD_L, if VDD ≥ VDD_L & VDD − VDD_L > Vtn.

(6)

When input A is valid, the current I will charge Q.F despite
the input B being empty. Hence, VQ.F must be smaller than
VX in order to prevent the dual-rail output from being valid,
as expressed in (7). Otherwise, the SAHB cell may operate
too early, potentially violating the transition sequences with
its neighboring SAHB cells

VQ.F < VX . (7)

For VDD = 1 V, l ≈ 3, and a 65-nm CMOS process
where Vtn = 0.35 V, we design the inverter with k ≈ 1.6
[hence VX ≈ 0.35 V as ascertained from (5)] and setting
VDD_L ≤ 0.3 V where VQ.F [≤0.3 V as ascertained from (6)]
is lower than VX , thus fulfilling the condition in (7). Since
the evaluation block is not speed critical, a lower voltage for
VDD_L will not compromise the overall speed but desirably
reduces the leakage power dissipation.

It is interesting to note that PVT variations may cause
an SAHB cell to operate too early if VQ.F is set too close
to VX . To ascertain this analytically, we formulate the voltage
conditions in (8) by combining (6) and (7), where VDD, Vtn,
and l are constituents of PVT variations. We can show that
by setting VDD_L = 0.3 V (0.05 V less than VX ), the ensuing
conditions are less sensitive to PVT variations

VDD

Vtn
<

l + k

l
, if VDD ≤ VDD_L (8a)

(

VDD_L − k

l + k
.VDD

)

< Vtn, if VDD ≥ VDD_L

& VDD − VDD_L ≤ Vtn (8b)

VDD_L

VDD
<

k

l + k
, if VDD ≥ VDD_L

& VDD − VDD_L > Vtn. (8c)

C. Transistor Sizing Optimization and Layout

Fig. 6(a) depicts the general timing characteristics of an
SAHB cell. As depicted in Fig. 6(a), the forward delay tF is
the time duration when Datain is valid (and Rack = 0) until
Lack is asserted (during the evaluation phase). The backward
delay tB is the time duration when Datain is empty (and
Rack = 1) until Lack is deasserted (during the reset phase).
For completeness, note that 2 ∗ tF + 2 ∗ tB constitutes the
shortest delay of an SAHB cell [42].

With reference to the SAHB cell [see Fig. 3(a) and (b)],
Fig. 6(b) depicts a possible critical path tF that asserts Q.T
until Lack is asserted. For tF , the sizing of pMOS transistors
along the critical path is important for high-speed operation.
The critical path occurs within the SA block, i.e., the SA cross-
coupled inverters will be switched ON only when all the inputs
are valid for input completeness. On the other hand, Fig. 6(c)
depicts a possible critical path tB that deasserts Q.T until Lack
is deasserted. For tB , the sizing of nMOS transistors along
the critical path is equally important for high-speed operation.
The sizings of the critical pMOS and nMOS transistors
are 410/60 nm and 270/60 nm, respectively. For simplicity,
the sizings for these respective pMOS and nMOS transistors
are henceforth denoted by 1× transistor sizing.
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Fig. 6. Timing characteristics for SAHB cell. (a) Timing diagram.
(b) Possible critical path of tF in the SA block. (c) Possible critical path
of tB in the evaluation block.

Fig. 7 depicts the delay, power dissipation, and diffusion
area of an SAHB cell with respect to the transistor sizing. For
the SAHB with 1× transistor sizing (1× along the abscissa;
pMOS and nMOS are the aforesaid 1× transistor sizing), the
corresponding 1 normalized reading (1 along the ordinate)
for the delay, power dissipation, and diffusion area for the
SAHB cell are 294 ps, 7.12 μW, and 23 μm2, respectively.
For the SAHB with 6× transistor sizing embodying pMOS
and nMOS transistors whose relative sizing is 6×, the corre-
sponding delay, power dissipation, and diffusion area of this

Fig. 7. Normalized parameters of an SAHB cell at different transistor sizings.
1× delay of 294 ps, 1× power dissipation of 7.12 μW, and 1× diffusion area
of 23 μm2 of VDD = 1 V and VDD_L = 0.3 V at 1 GHz.

SAHB are 0.7×, 1.95×, and 3.15× that of the aforesaid SAHB
with 1× transistor sizing.

To mitigate the power and area overheads, we adopt 1×
transistor sizing for the pMOS and nMOS transistors in the
critical path. For completeness, other pMOS and nMOS tran-
sistors, which are not in the critical path [in Fig. 6(b) and (c)],
are sized to minimum sizing of 205/60 nm and 135/60 nm,
respectively.

Fig. 8(a) depicts the layout view of the SAHB cell whose
total area is 5 μm × 4.6 μm. We implement our SAHB library
cells based on the fixed-height standard cell approach [26].
The height of the cells is fixed at 5 μm and their width is
a multiple of 0.2 μm (depending on their complexity) with a
minimum width of 1.4 μm. Fig. 8(b) depicts some geometry
distances/rules such that without violating any design rules,
our SAHB library cells can be placed together. At both edges,
the widths of both the pMOS guard ring (n+) and nMOS
guard ring (p+) are 0.355 μm. The widths of the n-well
(for pMOS transistors) and p-substrate (for nMOS transistors)
are 2.52 and 1.77 μm, respectively. The widths of both the
supply rails VDD and ground (gnd) are 0.56 μm and the
width of the supply rail VDD_L is 0.31 μm. All SAHB cells
are verified by a Cadence abstract generator and their library
exchange format (LEF) file is generated for the auto place-
and-route process.

D. Benchmarking

Table I tabulates several characteristics of a buffer cell
embodying various async cell design approaches; the buffer
cell is the de facto circuit for analysis (although the results
may vary for other cells). Consider first the overall perspective
of the various approaches as a preamble to the interpretation of
the benchmarking. The PCHB and SAHB cells are fully QDI
compliant, thereby not requiring any timing assumptions, and
hence feature excellent robustness. The PS0, LP2/1, SAPTL,
STAPL, and STFB buffer cells, on the other hand, require
delay assumptions [9], [11] for their implementation/operation.
Their robustness is hence somewhat compromised.

From Table I, as expected, the 2-phase (2φ) handshaking
protocol buffer cells, STAPL and STFB, feature fast cycle
time and good static slack. The cycle time is defined as the
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TABLE I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A BUFFER CELL EMBODYING VARIOUS ASYNC CELL DESIGN APPROACHES

Fig. 8. Layout view of the SAHB cell. (a) Various subblocks. (b) Geometry
template.

number of switching transitions to complete one cycle in a
three-stage pipeline ring. The static slack is the maximum
token occupancy in one pipeline stage during the operation;
the 2φ and 4φ buffer cells have 100% (full-buffer) and
50% (half-buffer) occupancies, respectively. The STFB buffer
cell has the best cycle time and the PS0 buffer cell has the
least transistor count.

In view of our intended power management application
with FDVS, we will now focus on the fully QDI cell
templates—our proposed SAHB and the reported PCHB.
To appreciate their different circuit realizations, the buffer cell
embodying our SAHB and the reported PCHB is depicted

Fig. 9. Circuit schematic of a buffer cell embodying the reported PCHB.
To optimize the PCHB cell, the noninverting C-Muller with three inverters
could be replaced by the inverting C-Muller with two inverters. The optimized
PCHB cell is ∼7% slightly faster speed than the less optimized counterpart.

in Figs. 3 and 9, respectively. Of particular interest, the
SA block in our SAHB cell (see Fig. 3) integrates both the
input and output detection circuits (instead of being separate
entities in the PCHB cell), and the evaluation block and
SA block are tightly coupled together. Further, the complemen-
tary signals (nQ.T and nQ.F) are used both internally and for
external signal interface in the SAHB cell, while in the PCHB
cell, the implicit internal complementary signals (S.T and S.F)
are switched internally only. By means of the aforesaid, our
SAHB cell features not only less number of transistors but also
less number of switching nodes, and hence more area efficient
and power efficient than the reported PCHB. Further, as the
SA block incorporates the integrated SA circuitry where the
speed of the data propagation in our SAHB cell is enhanced,
the SAHB cell is hence more speed efficient (and shorter
cycle time) than its PCHB counterpart. From Table I, both
our SAHB and the PCHB cells have the same forward latency
and static slack.

On the basis of simulations, Table II benchmarks the power
dissipation, delay, power × delay product, power × delay2

product, and IC area of six library cells embodying our SAHB
and the competing PCHB cell design approaches. For ease
of interpretation, the attributes of the different PCHB library
cells are normalized with respect to their corresponding
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Fig. 10. Simplified architecture of a 64-bit KS adder embodying the SAHB cell design approach.

TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF VARIOUS LIBRARY CELLS EMBODYING THE SAHB AND PCHB CELL DESIGN APPROACHES

SAHB library cells whose actual values are shown within
parentheses. The average attributes of the six library cells are
tabulated in the last row of Table II.

It is apparent from Table II that the library cells embody-
ing the PCHB, on average, dissipate 2.8× higher power
and operate at 1.27× slower speed than that embodying
the SAHB. Consequently, in terms of power × delay and
power × delay2 products, the library cells embodying the
PCHB are uncompetitive—on average, by 3.58× and 4.71×
worse, respectively, than those embodying the SAHB. In terms
of IC area, the library cells embodying both the PCHB and
SAHB are largely comparable; on average, the PCHB library
cells occupy 1.06× larger IC area. In short, the library cells
embodying the SAHB are simultaneously superior in terms of
power, delay, and IC area than those embodying the PCHB.

III. 64-bit SAHB KOGGE–STONE ADDER

Consider now the benchmarking for a larger circuit. This
section describes the implementation of a 64-bit KS pipeline
adder embodying the SAHB cell design approach and bench-
marked against the PCHB.

A. 64-bit KS Pipeline Adder (SAHB Adder)

Fig. 10 depicts a simplified architecture of the KS pipeline
adder embodying the SAHB cell design approach. Table III
tabulates the realization of the SAHB pipeline blocks in group
propagate–generate (PG) logic in terms of symbol view, cell
view, and SAHB design view. The primary input operands of
the adder are A = A63 · · · A0, B = B63 · · · B0, and carry-in Cin.
The primary output operands are S = S63 · · · S0 and carry-out
Cout. For the sake of illustration, the async handshake signals
(and their complementary signals) are not shown. The SAHB
adder (consisting of a bitwise PG logic, a group PG logic, and
a sum logic) is constructed in a multiple carry look-ahead tree
level so that the carry propagation time is shortened, thereby
increasing speed [27].

Overall, eight pipeline stages are required in the KS adder,
resulting in a (forward) latency of eight pipeline delays and
a throughput rate (the inverse of cycle time) equal to one
pipeline stage. The analytical equations to compute the var-
ious propagate signals P(i)n , P(i :k)n and P(k − 1)n and
various generate signals G(i)n , G(i :k)n and G(k − 1)n at
pipeline n are reported in [27] and [43]. In Fig. 10,
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TABLE III

REALIZATION OF SAHB PIPELINE BLOCKS IN THE GROUP PG LOGIC

four SAHB library cells, i.e., buffer, AND/NAND, XOR/XNOR,
and AO/AOI cells, are used and their schematics were
depicted earlier in Figs. 3 and 4. Other single-rail library cells
(e.g., C-Muller cells) are also used.

The handshake signal to the preceding pipeline stage
(Ackn−1) is asserted when the SAHB pipeline cells have
evaluated their outputs or deasserted when the SAHB pipeline
cells have reset the outputs to empty. The handshake signal
from the succeeding pipeline stage (Ackn) indicates whether
the outputs G(i :k)n and/or P(i :k)n are accepted by the next
connecting SAHB pipeline cells. A C-Muller cell is used to
join the Ackn−1 generated from two parallel SAHB pipeline
cells if the same input P(i :k)n−1 is accepted by the different
pipeline cells (see the last row in Table III). The handshake
connections for the other SAHB pipeline cells are constructed
similarly.

B. Chip Implementation and Verification

The KS SAHB adder IC is fabricated using an ST Micro-
electronics 65-nm CMOS general-purpose standard threshold
voltage process whose Vtn = 0.35 and Vtp = −0.35 V
at VDD = 1 V. Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively, depict the
microphotograph and the layout of the SAHB adder with the
test structure. We adopt a hybrid full-/semicustom approach
to design the SAHB adder. The layouts of all the SAHB
library cells and standard (single-rail) library cells, including
C-Muller cells, were first handcrafted using the Cadence layout
tool. With the extracted LEF files of the library cells and the
Verilog files of the SAHB adder, the layout of the SAHB
adder was thereafter placed and routed using the Cadence
First Encounter tool. The SAHB adder netlist was finally sim-
ulated/verified using the Synopsys Nanosim tool and prototype

Fig. 11. 64-bit SAHB KS pipeline adder. (a) Microphotograph. (b) Layout
view.

ICs were physically tested/measured. The core area of the
KS SAHB adder is 306 μm × 209 μm.

Although our SAHB cells appear to be complex, the imple-
mentation issues in this complex adder design is manageable.
This is because our SAHB cells have a higher height to allow
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Fig. 12. Signal waveforms of the SAHB adder operations. (a) Subthreshold
(VDD ∼ 0.25 V). (b) FDVS (VDD from 1.4 to 0.3 V).

up to 16 parallel metal traces to route over a cell and we used
Cadence First Encounter tool to optimize the routing based on
the eight-metal 65-nm CMOS process. The final design has,
excluding the interconnections, an 80% core utilization.

All 20 KS SAHB adder prototype ICs were measured
and were found to be fully functional. Of these 20 ICs,
5 and 15 ICs are functional for VDD ≥ 0.25 V and
VDD ≥ 0.3 V, respectively. It is interesting to note that our
design at subthreshold voltage features higher speed opera-
tion compared with some reported subthreshold designs. For
example, based on the same 65-nm CMOS process, a recently
reported 32-bit subthreshold KS adder [44] operates at 3 MHz
at VDD = 300 mV, whereas our SAHB KS 64-bit adder design
operates at a higher speed of 3.76 MHz for the same VDD.

Fig. 12(a) depicts the VDD (0.25 V) and output time-domain
waveforms for one of the above-said five KS SAHB ICs.
As these ICs were fully functional for VDD ranging from
subthreshold voltage (0.3 V) → near-threshold voltage →
nominal voltage (1.0 V), our SAHB approach is applicable
for FDVS [28]. By comparison, the reported QDI and TP
designs (PCHB, PS0, etc.) would likely be more applicable
only to half-range dynamic voltage scaling (i.e., near-threshold
voltage → nominal voltage). This is because these reported
designs adopt dynamic logic style, where the cross-coupled
inverters (in the IL) are not functionally robust in the sub-
threshold voltage regime.

Consider now the operational robustness of our SAHB
adder against VDD variation for an in situ self-adaptive VDD
system [14], where VDD is automatically adjusted such that
the minimum VDD voltage is applied—the intention is the
lowest power operation for the given prevailing condition.
The top and bottom traces of Fig. 12(b), respectively, depict
the real-time varying VDD (from 1.4 to 0.3 V) and the
generated output. It can be seen that even when VDD is varied

Fig. 13. Normalized figures of merit. (a) Energy per operation (Eper),

(b) Test speed (1/t), (c) Eper · t , and (d) Eper · t2, all normalized to the
readings taken at 1 V, 27 °C.

widely, the operation is uninterrupted and error free. On this
basis, circuits embodying our SAHB cell design approach are
advantageous for power/speed tradeoff through voltage scaling
with low transition/recovery time [29].

C. Results and Benchmarking

Fig. 13 depicts normalized energy per operation (Eper),
test speed (1/t), Eper · t , and Eper · t2 of a typical prototype
chip for different supply voltages (VDD = 0.3 to 1.4 V and
VDD_L = 0.3 V) and at different temperatures (−40 °C, 0 °C,
27 °C, and 100 °C). The results are normalized with
respect to the readings taken at 1 V, 27 °C, where
Eper = 76.5 pJ, 1/t = 125 MHz, Eper · t = 610 × 10−21 J · s,
and Eper · t2 = 4.86 × 10−27 J · s2. The test speed includes
the test structure circuit overheads (for loading/synchronizing
inputs) to test the operations at different temperatures/voltages.
The actual throughput of the SAHB adder is expected to
feature 10× faster than the test speed. The test jig is placed
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into a temperature chamber (model: Binder MK53) and the
chamber temperature is carefully controlled and is stable for
at least 1 h before measurement readings are taken. For more
accurate temperature measurements, thermal sensors could be
inserted into the silicon and placed in close proximity to the
test circuits.

From Fig. 13(a), we remark the following for the Eper
plot. First, as expected, Eper reduces as VDD reduces
from 1.4 V until to the minimum Eper voltage point
(i.e., VDD = 0.3 V, in the subthreshold voltage regime).
Second, from the subthreshold to nominal voltage regime
(0.3 to 1.4 V), Eper increases when the temperature increases.
This is as expected due to the increase in static power
dissipation.

From Fig. 13(b), we remark the following for the 1/t plot.
First, as expected, 1/t reduces as VDD reduces. Second,
for the near-threshold voltage to nominal voltage regime
(0.7 to 1.4 V), 1/t reduces when the temperature increases.
This is due to the slower electron mobility at higher temper-
ature. However, in the subthreshold voltage to near-threshold
voltage regime (0.3 to 0.7 V), 1/t conversely increases when
the temperature increases. This is due to the subthreshold
operation effects [30].

From Fig. 13(c), we remark the following for the Eper · t
plot. First, Eper · t reduces as VDD reduces from 1.4 V until
to the minimum Eper · t voltage point (i.e., VDD = 0.6 V, in
the near-threshold voltage regime). Further reducing VDD from
that point causes Eper·t to be higher than the minimum Eper · t .
Second, the minimum Eper · t point decreases when
the temperature decreases. Third, VDD for the mini-
mum Eper · t reduces when the temperature decreases.
Fourth, in the near-threshold voltage to nominal voltage regime
(0.5 to 1.4 V), Eper · t increases when the temperature
increases. However, in the subthreshold voltage to near-
threshold voltage regime (0.3 to 0.5 V), Eper · t conversely
decreases when the temperature increases.

Finally, from Fig. 13(d), we remark the following for the
Eper · t2 plot. First, Eper · t2 slightly reduces and remains rela-
tively constant in the near-threshold voltage to nominal voltage
regime (0.6 to 1.4 V). However, it increases significantly in
the subthreshold voltage regime (0.3 to 0.5 V) and this is
expected as t2 increases significantly. Second, in the near-
threshold voltage to nominal voltage regime (0.6 to 1.4 V),
Eper · t2 increases when the temperature increases. However,
in the subthreshold voltage to near-threshold voltage regime
(0.3 to 0.6 V), Eper · t2 conversely decreases when the
temperature increases.

For the completeness of comparison, we further benchmark,
on the basis of simulations, our SAHB KS adder against its
PCHB and sync KS adder counterparts. The PCHB and sync
KS designs are designed/simulated using the same process.
The sync design is synthesized to its fastest speed.

Fig. 14 depicts the normalized energy per operation versus
the throughput for the three designs. For ease of compari-
son, the results are normalized to that of the SAHB adder
at the 1-GHz throughput. The throughput of the SAHB and
PCHB designs are adjusted by means of voltage scaling from
VDD = 1 V to lower VDD until they fail. On the other hand, the

Fig. 14. Normalized energy per operation versus throughput of the SAHB,
PCHB, and sync 64-bit KS pipeline adders, normalized to the readings of
SAHB adder at 1 GHz throughput.

throughput of the sync design is adjusted through frequency
scaling at VDD = 1 V and voltage scaling is not considered
due to a need for timing matching.

From Fig. 14, we remark the following. First, the sync
design has the highest maximum throughput, up to 4 GHz
(not shown), whereas the maximum throughputs of the SAHB
and PCHB designs are 1.23 and 1.02 GHz, respectively.
This is somewhat expected as both the SAHB and PCHB
designs abide by the QDI async protocols and require some
delay (transition) overheads to acknowledge their operation
sequence. Further, the transistors of the SAHB design (and
PCHB design) are not sized for maximum speed but for low
power dissipation (see Section II-C). Further, the sync adder
leverages on timing assumptions associated with the clock,
hence potentially featuring a higher speed. In the context of
accommodating for PVT variations, the SAHB and PCHB
designs would feature extremely good operational robustness,
while the sync design would not be error free if the clock
timing is violated. In other words, in a practical design, the
sync design would need a realistic timing margin and would
hence operate slower.

Second, it is particularly interesting that the sync design
is less energy efficient than the SAHB design. The higher
energy dissipation of the sync design is due to a large number
of registers used (for high speed gate-level pipelining) and, to
some extent, due to the energy dissipated in the high-speed
clock buffers. For a somewhat more balanced comparison,
it is instructive to note that although the sync design could
be redesigned to embody a different architecture (e.g., having
a block-level pipeline) to reduce the energy dissipation (but
at the cost of having a slower throughput), such analysis
and other permutations are not considered here. Third, at the
fixed throughput rate of 1 GHz, the sync and PCHB designs
dissipate 1.65× and 2.29× higher energy, respectively, than
our SAHB design. Fourth, of the SAHB and PCHB designs,
the SAHB design is more energy and speed efficient than the
PCHB design. Further, the PCHB design is also less area
efficient, occupying 1.31× more transistors than our SAHB
design, translating to ∼7% larger area.
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS 64-bit ADDERS

For completeness, Table IV tabulates a comparison of
several reported 64-bit adders. Although the comparison is
somewhat contentious due to large variations of the different
designs, architectures, pipelining and parameters, and so on,
it is nonetheless worthwhile to note that our SAHB adder is
robust, insensitive to PVT variations, and energy efficient.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel SAHB realization approach
with emphases on high operational robustness, high speed,
and low energy dissipation. These attributes are collectively
achieved by several novel circuit designs/operations, including
QDI-compliant operation, cross-coupled latch with a positive
feedback mechanism in the SA block, reduced switching nodes
in the evaluation and SA blocks, minimum sizing of the
nMOS pull-up network in the evaluation block, and static
logic operation. The basic library cells embodying SAHB have
been shown to feature higher speed, low energy dissipation,
and lower transistor count (and smaller IC area) than those
embodying the reported competing PCHB. The 64-bit SAHB
adder has been prototyped for a power management appli-
cation with FDVS. To demonstrate its energy efficiency, the
proposed SAHB adder has been benchmarked against its com-
peting PCHB and sync equivalents, where its advantageous
attributes have been demonstrated.
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